The Decker Rat Terrier

A Decker Bloodline Preservation Breeder. Decker Hunting Terriers are the most versatile of dogs. Hunting,
Companionship, Looks They have it all! - Spitfire.Decker Club chapter. In The NRTA created a chapter club for the
Decker Rat Terrier because many individuals are searching for this type of Rat. For more .BriarBey Old Dominion
Terriers has been breeding these wonderful dogs for 11 yrs. We are still working with the original 52 Decker Rat
Terriers and would be.There is one strain in particular, a Decker Rat Terrier, that you may hear about in your Rattie
travels. These Deckers (or Decker Giants) were named after Milton.Members of the Rat Terrier dog breed are adorable
little digging escape artists who .. The Decker Rat Terrier is a strain of the breed that is gaining popularity.The Rat
Terrier is an American dog breed with a background as a farm dog and hunting UKC and AKC do not recognize the
Decker strain as another breed, they are merely considered a standard variety. The NRTA recognizes a Toy
variety.?History -The Decker Hunting Terrier (Decker Terrier, Decker Rat Terrier, Decker Giant) is a comparatively
young breed. The breed was developed in the United.Milton had grown up with terriers as pets and hunting companions,
but the Many of the foundation dogs of the Decker Rat Terrier weighed less than 20 lbs, but.Monty the Decker Hunting
Terrier at 2 years old"Monty is a 2-year-old Decker Hunting Terrier also called a Giant Rat Terrier. He is true to his
name and is a.Welcome to the wonderful world of Decker Rat Terriers sometimes referred to as the giant rat terrier!
Whether you are looking for the perfect hunting dog, show.Eli Brown is a dog enthusiast of many years. He has
extensive experience with Decker Rat Terriers. Eli has gone to great links in order to bring this book to the.By breeding
the Henry dog to the Rat Terrier stock that were obtained the Decker strain was on its way to development. There has
also been rumored Basenji.We are Tom and Nancy Baddick, regular folk from Pennsylvania, who love Decker Terriers.
It all started for us with a sweet Rat Terrier named Sophie, she was.Decker Rat Terriers are playful and loving dogs.
Deckers are excellent family pets and love people from the youngest to oldest of age. Deckers are also great.Nov 6, The
Rat Terrier is a relatively new breed but during his short history, the Rat Terrier has proven himself to be a versatile,
multipurpose dog with.So does anyone own one I'm very interested in this breed and would love to " talk" with someone
who has them I've talked with the breeders.
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